
T
he Warwick Bass Camp has 

been successfully running 

in the German town of 

Markneukirchen for the 

past four years, and looks 

set to continue to grow 

with more and more artists 

visiting each year. The camp runs from Sunday to 

Sunday at the start of September and has proven 

so popular that there’s a waiting list online: many 

of the camp-goers I spoke to have been to the bass 

camp each year without fail. Many of these 

regulars have established friendships among 

their fellow students, and in a way it feels like 

home for many of them. 

At the event there’s a shuttle bus that takes 

you from the holiday park and hotel to and from 

the camp at 8am each morning, with the last one 

back at 11pm or midnight during the weekend. 

There’s an enjoyable a package-holiday feel: you 

pay an all-inclusive fee of 900 to 1,300 euros, 

depending on how quickly you secure your 

place. All your food is taken care of, and there are 

drinks provided in each of the classrooms. 

A number of artists are brought in as 

‘professors’ each year to provide classes, talks and 

masterclasses for the attendees. You can choose 

the various levels of classes to attend: beginner, 

intermediate or advanced. When you arrive, 

you’re taken to the camp for an offi cial welcome 

and briefi ng of the events of the week. Every 

day there are a number of bass lessons, while 

in the campus music hall there are regular jams 

and performances each evening. The music hall 

is decked out as a proper live music venue, with 

a bar, a big stage and plenty of equipment. The 

walls of the hall are covered in basses and guitars, 

while huge amplifi ers surround the dance fl oor. 

When it comes to the evening jam, you just grab 

a bass off the wall and hit the stage! It’s the best 

way to end each evening. 

When I arrived at the Warwick factory I was 

free to roam around wherever I wished: many of 

the classes and talks were given in rooms located 

throughout both the music hall and the factory 

itself. I got to see at fi rst hand what goes into the 

creation of both Warwick basses and Framus 

guitars, and witnessed the various machines in 

motion that are used to cut the slabs of wood 

into each of the components of the instruments. 

Visitors learned how the frets were punched 

into the fretboards and how the paint effects 

were created through the build-up of layers and 

varnishes. I also saw many of the craftsmen and 

women, working by hand to ensure each of the 

instruments are fi nished to perfection. 

At Warwick, and indeed in much of Germany, 

being environmentally conscious is something 

businesses take real pride in: the factory has a 

purpose-built geothermal heating system which 

comes up though the fl oor. The waste wood is 

reused in various areas of the production, and the 

factory, music hall and offi ces are all powered by 

wind and solar energy. 

I was given a timetable for the classes taking 

place and decided to sit in on a few of them. 

One of the fi rst came from David Ellefson of 

Megadeth, who gave an insightful talk into life 

as a bassist in a major band, offered advice about 

the common pitfalls and diffi culties musicians 

may encounter, and discussed the importance of 

time management and organisational skills when 

dealing with bandmates and crew. 

As David told me, “This has turned into 

probably the biggest Bass Camp for sure – it’s 

really more like a bass hang. We get started on 

Monday, and every day more and more people 

keep showing up. It really becomes this awesome 

collective, and rather than everyone being here 

all at once, it starts to ramp up, so by the end of 

the week it feels like a big party.” 
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He likes the fact that it’s a bass only event, 

adding: “It’s cool to have this in the bass 

community, because guitar players have it! To me, 

this is like a bass fantasy camp.”

Elsewhere, jazz giant John B. Williams gave 

a class on navigating a jazz chord chart and got 

each student to try a walking bass-line. Chuck 

Rainey taught the fundamentals of Latino bass-

lines, and in Lee Sklar’s class, we learned how 

to listen and play what’s right for the song. We 

sat in awe as Lee went through many of his 

incredible sideman stories and listened to many 

of the hits he has played on. 

I then headed over to one of the classrooms 

situated above the factory and had my mind well 

and truly blown by a theory and techniques class 

taught by the incredible Rhonda Smith. She spoke 

at length about how, when it comes to hands 

and stretching, size doesn’t matter. Rhonda also 

went through all the modes of the major scale 

and showed the class various hand positions and 

ways of viewing the fretboard to gain access to 

the notes lengthways on the neck. She showed us 

that saying your hands are too small is nothing 

more than an excuse when it comes to getting 

all over the neck, and went through the fi ve 

positions of the pentatonic scale, explaining how 

useful they can be when it comes to soloing. 

Rhonda also told us not to fear improvisation, as 

using these pentatonic positions can help serve as 

a safe platform to work around. 

I then attended a lesson on singing while 

playing bass, masterfully given by Divinity Roxx. 

This class seemed like the one which students 

were most afraid of! She began by handing out 

sheet music and lyrics to songs that she wanted 

students to try and play, and discussed many 

well-known singing players such as Sting, Paul 

McCartney and Geddy Lee. She taught those who 

couldn’t read notation how to play ‘Message In 

A Bottle’ by the Police and then proceeded to get 

everyone present to give it a go. 

Some of those who claimed they couldn’t sing 

were asked to hold down a simple groove while 

Divinity asked them questions and got them to 

reply to her: this had some hilarious effects but 

proved to the students that if they tried talking 

over a groove they would eventually get it! This 

class was particularly enjoyable: everyone came 

away feeling like they really achieved something. 

Divinity tells us, “Bass players are not 

necessarily the instrumentalists you see fronting 

bands. In my case, I’m the lead singer and rapper 

in my band and I just happen to be a bass player 

too. I want to expose the students and the bass 

players here to an idea that they may not have 

thought of.” 

She has attended bass camps before in the 

USA, and I wanted to ask how our European 

version fared. She explains: “It’s unique! Here we 

are, provided with an incredible facility. I mean, 

who wouldn’t want to visit the Warwick bass 

factory if you’re a bass player? The environment 

is so exciting and so inspiring for the students 

“WHEN IT COMES TO THE EVENING JAM, YOU JUST 
GRAB A BASS OFF THE WALL AND HIT THE STAGE”
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to be walking around where the day-to-day 

happenings of Warwick take place. Underneath 

us is a huge factory, next to us is a shed full of 

wood, there’s the wood that they make the basses 

out of and the countryside is so beautiful and 

serene. You have world-class instructors and 

you’re hanging out with bass players who have 

incredible stories. For the instructors, it’s really 

amazing, because some of our heroes are also 

instructors – and we get to sit with them and 

listen to their stories. It’s really cool that we get to 

share with each other like that.” 

Gary Willis led a class specialising in ear 

training, and told BGM: “The main thing I try 

to get across to students is that the point is to 

connect your ear to your instrument. If you train 

yourself well enough so that whatever you hear 

gets a fi ngering, eventually you’ll have trained 

yourself well enough that whatever you imagine 

gets a fi ngering. What else could you want as 

a musician?” He went on to tell me about his 

new app, Groove A Day (www.grooveaday.com): 

“It’s a different groove every day for a year. It’s 

organised like a calendar: you can sort it by tempo 

and you have all these styles. There’s different 

levels: beginner, intermediate and advanced. All 

these grooves build to different levels of intensity.”

I caught up with solo bass maestro Stu Hamm, 

who was giving classes on practical theory. 

“It’s about how to understand theory and how 

to relate to that: mainly what I teach is hand 

positioning,” he told us. “I’m trying to get people 

to realise that a bass-line is outlining a chord: if 

you move the root from the C to A with the same 

chords it takes it from a major to a minor chord, 

that’s the power a bass player has.” 

I also met the living legend that is Lee Sklar, 

and asked him what he thought of the Warwick 

Bass Camp. “I don’t think there’s anything 

really much like this: they’ve really created an 

environment here that’s unique. I’ve done clinics 

and things like that but it’s not on this scale. I like 

the hang: I get to see people I never see.” 

On the last offi cial camp day, Warwick put 

on an outdoor concert better known as the 

Reeveland Music Festival. This event initially 

started as part of the Bass Camp Open Day and 

has grown to concert magnitude. In the evening, 

the music hall became a showbiz setting, with 

circular tables reserved for the artists and the 

students only. The stage provided the platform 

for some of the biggest names in bass to perform 

for the students and fellow bass legends, Divinity 

Roxx levelled the crowd with her heavy yet 

funky band, while Abe Laboriel took to the 

stage with Lee Sklar and Steve Bailey. Our very 

own solo bass guru Steve Lawson told me: “The 

highlight was Abe’s solo set, which had half the 

room crying. It was astounding!”

As students are at the camp from early 

morning until the evening, you spend your time 

surrounded by these bass legends. The thrill 

of being able to sit and have a drink with Stu 

Hamm, or simply talk about the weather with 

Chuck Rainey, is incredible. Everywhere I went 

I bumped into another bass hero: Wolfgang 

Schmid, Gary Willis, Antonella Mazza, Felix 

Pastorius, Nik West, Steve Bailey and Stuart 

Zender, to name only a few. 

Overall the Warwick Bass Camp was an 

incredible experience. The chance to spend an 

entire week practically living with your bass 

heroes was incredible – I’m counting down the 

days until next year! 

Info: www.warwick.de

“THE THRILL OF BEING ABLE TO HAVE A DRINK WITH STU 
HAMM, OR TALK WITH CHUCK RAINEY, IS INCREDIBLE”
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